Student Opportunities

Work Study Positions with CCESL

Public Achievement Coach or Team Lead
DU students guide high school teams through the community organizing process over the course of the academic year, meeting every Friday with their students. Together, teams conduct community-based research and carry out a public work (service-learning) project to address the community or school issue students identified.

OPENINGS: 20 PA Coach positions (grad & undergrad) and 6 Graduate Student Team Leads positions; Federal Work Award required

Community-Engagement Corps - K12 Tutor or Mentor
CCESL has strong partnerships with many local organizations and Denver Public Schools (DPS) which span grades, subjects, focus areas, times and locations. DU students support DPS students through in class and out of class tutoring that addresses literacy, after-school programming, or credit recovery.

OPENINGS: 20 tutor or mentor positions – grad & undergrad; Federal Work Award positions, a few non-work award paid positions also available

Service Learning Associates
Service Learning Associates (SLAs) gets students and faculty into working relationships to effectively support and utilize community-based partnerships in learning. SLAs will work with faculty members who are teaching service learning courses and assist in the planning, implementation and assessment of service learning courses.

OPENINGS: 5 Associate positions – grad & undergrad; Federal Work Award required for hourly wage, modest stipends available for non-work award students (there are a limited number of these, allocated on a first come first serve basis)

Public Good Associates
The Public Good Associates (PGAs) program is designed to get students and faculty into working relationships to support public good scholarship (research) at DU. DU students who have experience in or a deep commitment for community-engaged work along with experience or interest in research are eligible to serve as PGAs.

OPENINGS: 3 Associate positions – grad & undergrad; Federal Work Award required

Social Media Specialist
The Social Media Specialist is responsible for the ongoing management and growth of CCESL’s social media presence in alignment with our mission and vision. The specialist will collaborate across CCESL programs to leverage the center’s Public Good work by creating content that brings awareness to and celebrates the important contributions of the center. The specialist will create, manage and grow CCESL’s presence in a variety of online forums.

OPENINGS: 1 Specialist position – grad or undergrad; Federal Work Award required

To learn more about any of these opportunities please stop by and see us in Driscoll South, Suite 22 or contact Cara DiEnno (cara.dienno@du.edu) or Ryan Hanschen (ryan.hanschen@du.edu).